In sight into tadalafil - block copolymer binary solid dispersion: Mechanistic investigation of dissolution enhancement.
Tadalafil is a phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitor that is characterized by low solubility and high permeability. Solid dispersion approach represents a promising carrier system for effective enhancement of dissolution and oral bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs. In the present work, novel tadalafil-loaded solid dispersions employing various block copolymers (Pluronics(®)) were prepared through fusion technique. Their solubility and dissolution properties were compared to the drug alone. In order to elucidate the mechanism of dissolution enhancement, solid state characteristics were investigated using scanning electron microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry and powder X-ray diffraction. Furthermore, contact angle measurements were carried out. The sign and magnitude of the thermodynamic parameters indicated spontaneity of solubilization process. The phase solubility studies revealed A(L) type of curves for the carriers. Unlike traditional solid dispersion systems, the crystal form of drug in the formulated systems could not be converted to amorphous form. Most of the studied grades showed dissolution improvement vis-à-vis pure drug, with Pluronic F-127 as the most promising carrier. Mathematical modeling of in vitro dissolution data indicated the best fitting with Korsemeyer-Peppas model. Thus, the results demonstrated that tadalafil/Pluronic F-127 solid dispersion system is a direct and feasible technology which represents a potential candidate for delivering a poorly water-soluble drug with enhanced solubility and dissolution.